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Half-life
A clean slate
Attending toastmaster for the
first time
Incredibly hard
Some thoughts on writing
New change (cat’s year) to start
over again
Coffee and Tea
Incredibly hardworking
K. V. B has a boyfriend
Biggest fear
What is more important?
I can see myself not a mature
man
Heartbroken again
Depression, or I just love to
torture myself
Sad Saturday again
Guilty, restless, when will this be
any different?
I have no manner
Fellows got the work I was late to
work on
Anxiety
Wasted money due to anger
Sad day again, partying
Why bragging?
Daily report
Disappointment
Cold Turkey
A mundane, boring Monday
What a day
Gloomy Saturday
New goal
Random thoughts
New day of Lunar New Year
New Year Eve with a lot of
surprises, how should I be
carrying on?
Cold day, trying again
Love or not love, why do we care
so much or think so much
A last sad Wednesday
A good Saturday that ended with
a wonderful "date"

� �New change (cat’s year) to start over again
Had a great meeting with X today, he is super awesome and helped me to lose all the 
fears now. I just have to ask questions and start all over. Just focus on work, worry 
about other things later. 
 
— Key: asking questions, keep a list of questions. Show that at least I am trying, and 
remember: show it, not just the words, but action, show the evidence that I am 
actually working on it even though I am stuck. Show it! 
 
————————————
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